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OUTSTANDING CHAPTER ACTIVITIES

SVCE ACM Chapter Address: Sri Venkateswara College of Engineering, Chennai-Bengaluru High Road, Pennalur Village, Kancheepuram District, Sriperambudur, Tamil Nadu 602117, India

Office Bearers

Sidhanth Sur (Chairman) - sidhanth.surana@gmail.com
Sanjeev Sundharavardhan (Vice-Chair) - ronniesmack@gmail.com
Swettha Suresh (Treasurer) - swetthacse@gmail.com
Srividya (Secretary) - srividya94@gmail.com
Shriram Ramanujam (Member - Chair) - shriramramanujam@gmail.com
Unnati Trivedi (Joint - Secretary) - unnati.amit@gmail.com

Faculty Sponsor

Dr. R Nedunchelian (HOD, CSE) - nedun@svce.ac.in

SVCE's Student Chapter is composed of 5 core teams

1. Academics
2. Events
3. Media
4. Website
5. Startup Incubator

We currently boast 28 extremely talented motivated students from sophomore, junior and senior years. The sophomore year students and the junior year students are typically executive members of the core teams and the senior year students spearhead each core team and most talented and hardworking students of the senior year were made office bearers.

Our college, Sri Venkateswara College of Engineering, has two Computer Science related departments,

The Computer Science and Engineering and Information Technology which totally boasts around 1500 students.

All of our chapter members are currently pursuing or nearly completed pursuing Bachelors Degree in Computer Science and Engineering.

URL OF OUR CHAPTER - http://svce.acm.org/
FACEBOOK PAGE - https://www.facebook.com/SVCEACM/?fref=ts
MICROSOFT MOBILE APP DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP

A two-day workshop was organized in the month of July, 2015 at the campus, in collaboration with Microsoft. Students were exposed to the basics of App Development and Visual Studio. A brief introduction on Cloud Computing was also given. Students also had hands on session to develop their own basic Microsoft Apps, like Calculator, the Windows Home Page, navigation and a lot more using Visual Studio 2013. They were also given licensed product keys for Visual Studio 2013 and individual Azure accounts. Around 150 students took part in this workshop. MyCopie was kind enough to sponsor the participants; notebooks for the event.

MICROSOFT CLOUD COMPUTING WORKSHOP

A workshop was conducted in the month of August in collaboration with Microsoft Azure. The workshop was on Cloud Computing where the participants were given hands on experience on web development and hosting a web page on Azure. Over 70 participants took part in the workshop and it was very well received with both the tutor and student sharing contacts for queries and further internships. MyCopie was again kind enough to sponsor notebooks for all the participants.

HACKATHON

A hackathon was conducted on the 22nd August 2015. This is an event in which computer programmers and others involved in software development and hardware development, including graphic designers, interface designers and project managers, collaborate intensively on software projects. This hackathon revolved around 21 innovative participants who worked from 7 PM to 7 AM who were asked to create a web application throughout the night. The Hackathon was funded by both the college as well as the collection of a registration fee. A diligent team from SRM Easwari College won the event and bagged two internships.

P.T.O

HUNGER GAMES

The Hunger Games was a competition which had three rounds, Round 1, was a gaming round, 50 participants battled each other in www.codecombat.com, the best 10 students who could get the highest score advanced to the next round. Round 2 involved these 10 students
share their app ideas. 5 students would go on to Round 3 based on how original, demanding, innovative, feasible their app ideas were. We had 3 well revered students of the final year judge the participants. Round 3, the final round was a cryptography round, you were allowed access to Google, the person who could crack the maximum out of 5 encrypted information all of which used a specific cipher was declared the winner. A student from our own college won the event.